LOB A LOO ROLL DIY KIT

1) Trim the white borders off each part of the target and join them together. Then stick it on a wall.

2) Cut out your toilet seat and place it over a bucket. Put it under the target. (Try sticking this page on some cardboard to make a stronger seat before you cut it out).

3) Get people to stand approximately 2m from the target (1.5m for those aged 10 and under) and give them a toilet roll.

4) Lob the loo roll!

5) They get three goes. They score 100 if they hit the logo bullseye. They’ll get double points every time the loo roll falls from the target into the bucket! (Maximum score possible 600).

6) Record the leading scores on the leaderboard, fixing the name/score cards with poster tack so you can move them down as the position changes throughout the game.